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 The original styles offer a free format for complete design. The original classic styles are the original style for the Roland RD series. The original piano styles offer a unique piano style for Roland keyboards. The original korg styles provide an original, classic-quality KORG style for Roland expanders. The jazz styles for Roland products are unique, beautiful designs. Choose from the jazz piano, jazz
keyboard, or jazz korg for custom applications. Each Roland style will be based on one of the following Roland products: Roland keyboard, Roland expander, and Roland drum machine. The original styles will have a disk shape with a unique design and sound. Original style designs will have a blue background. These styles are built with a glossy, protective vinyl on top of a vinyl core. The original

classic styles will have an original look and feel. Original classic styles will have a red background. These styles will have a smooth vinyl exterior and a vinyl core. The original classic styles will not have a glossy top coating. If you choose to apply a glossy top coating, the top vinyl will have to be removed before applying the gloss. The original piano styles offer a unique piano style for Roland
keyboards. Original piano styles will have a black background. These styles will have a flat top and a soft plastic exterior. The original piano styles will not have a vinyl top or glossy finish. The original korg styles will have a unique Korg sound and feel. Original korg styles will have a black background. These styles will have a textured, soft plastic exterior with a vinyl top. The jazz styles will be based

on a Roland keyboard, Roland expander, or Roland drum machine. The jazz styles will have a red background. These styles will have a textured, soft plastic exterior with a vinyl top. Roland keyboard. Original style design. The classic Roland RD series keyboard was the first keyboard Roland ever produced. The classic RD series keyboard was and still is the standard for an instrument in Roland's
product line. The original style design is a single-layer, single-color vinyl top with no visible seams. The original style design is available on the Roland RD-07 keyboard. Single styles are the same as a Roland DW-series keyboard, except the design is a single-layer, single-color vinyl top. The Roland DW-series keyboard is the standard Roland keyboard available for commercial applications. The single-

color design provides ease of manufacturing and efficient manufacturing. The single-layer 82157476af
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